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Abstract

We used simultaneously recorded EEG and fMRI to investigate in which areas the BOLD signal correlates with frontal theta power changes,
while subjects were quietly lying resting in the scanner with their eyes open. To obtain a reliable estimate of frontal theta power we applied ICA on
band-pass filtered (2–9 Hz) EEG data. For each subject we selected the component that best matched the mid-frontal scalp topography associated
with the frontal theta rhythm. We applied a time-frequency analysis on this component and used the time course of the frequency bin with the
highest overall power to form a regressor that modeled spontaneous fluctuations in frontal theta power. No significant positive BOLD correlations
with this regressor were observed. Extensive negative correlations were observed in the areas that together form the default mode network. We
conclude that frontal theta activity can be seen as an EEG index of default mode network activity.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The simultaneous recording of EEG and fMRI signals has
sharply increased in popularity over the last few years. While
the initial efforts in this multimodal enterprise were aimed at
solving technical problems stemming mainly from artifacts in
the EEG generated in the MR environment (Allen et al., 2000;
Allen et al., 1998; Bonmassar et al., 1999; Bonmassar et al.,
2002), subsequent research has explored the relationship
between EEG and BOLD from various vantage points. For
instance, quite some effort has been devoted to identify BOLD
correlates of epileptoform EEG activity (Aghakhani et al., 2004;
Al-Asmi et al., 2003; Benar et al., 2006; Lemieux et al., 2001;
Salek-Haddadi et al., 2002). More recently, simultaneous EEG/
fMRI has been successfully applied to investigate cognitive
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phenomena such as performance monitoring (Debener et al.,
2005) and sustained attention (Eichele et al., 2005). Apart from
epilepsy research most studies have focused on the BOLD
correlates of ongoing oscillatory activity during resting state
(i.e., recorded while the subject was quietly lying in the scanner,
with no explicit task), focusing on the posterior alpha rhythm
and, to a lesser extent, the beta rhythm (Feige et al., 2005;
Goldman et al., 2002; Goncalves et al., 2006; Laufs et al., 2006,
2003a,b; Moosmann et al., 2003). In these studies, the general
idea has been that spontaneous fluctuations in the amplitude of a
given oscillatory signal can be correlated with spontaneous
fluctuations in the BOLD signal. It has been suggested that such
BOLD correlates are indicative of functionally connected brain
structures that are related to the rhythmic neuronal activity
observed in the EEG.

Studies investigating the BOLD correlates of spontaneous
fluctuations in alpha activity (Feige et al., 2005; Goldman et al.,
2002; Goncalves et al., 2006; Laufs et al., 2006, 2003a,b;
Moosmann et al., 2003) have shown that the expected posterior
visual regions and also other regions across the cortex are
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negatively correlated with posterior alpha fluctuations. Recent
findings suggest that there is considerable individual variation
in areas that correlate with the alpha fluctuations and that these
can be linked to differences in the total power spectrum of an
individual (Goncalves et al., 2006; Laufs et al., 2006). Laufs
et al. (2006) observed that negative alpha-BOLD correlations in
posterior visual areas go together with relatively high theta
power during alpha desynchronisation, while relative high beta
power during an entire session is related to negative alpha-
BOLD correlations in regions thought to be related to attention
in the parietal and frontal lobes. A few studies (Laufs et al.,
2003b; Moosmann et al., 2003) have also reported BOLD
correlates of beta activity. Where Moosmann et al. (2003)
observed mainly negative beta-BOLD correlations, Laufs et al.
(2003b) reported positive correlations in regions that show an
overlap with the default mode network (Fox et al., 2005;
Raichle et al., 2001).

An interesting new avenue in the analysis of resting state
data is to investigate which brain regions correlate with the
oscillatory components associated with more specific cognitive
operations. An example of such a component is the frontal theta
rhythm, which is well known from both EEG and MEG
literature. This component has a frequency range of roughly 3–
8 Hz, and is most prominent over midline fronto-central
electrodes. Frontal theta has been observed during various
cognitive activities that require attention or short term memory
(Burgess and Gruzelier, 1997; Inanaga, 1998; Ishihara and
Yoshii, 1972; Laukka et al., 1995; Lazarev, 1998; Smith et al.,
1999), and is often studied during mental arithmetic (Asada
et al., 1999; Burgess and Gruzelier, 1997; Inanaga, 1998;
Inouye et al., 1994; Iramina et al., 1996; Ishihara and Yoshii,
1972; Ishii et al., 1999; Lazarev, 1998; Mizuki et al., 1980;
Sasaki et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1999). More recently, frontal
theta power has been found to increase with working memory
load (Gevins et al., 1997; Jensen and Tesche, 2002; Krause
et al., 2000; Onton et al., 2005), indicating a possible role of
theta oscillations in working memory maintenance. Source
modeling attempts have localized the frontal theta rhythm to the
anterior cingulate or the medial frontal cortex (Asada et al.,
1999; Gevins et al., 1997; Ishii et al., 1999; Onton et al., 2005).
Interestingly, Mizuhara et al. (2004) as well as Sammer et al.
(2005, 2007) demonstrated that frontal theta increases can be
observed in the EEG acquired during fMRI. Both Sammer et al.
(2007) and Mizuhara et al. (2004) report positive correlations
between BOLD and theta in the insula, hippocampus, superior
temporal cortex, cingulate cortex and frontal areas while
subjects performed a mental arithmetic. Where Sammer et al.
(in press) reported only positive correlations, Mizuhara et al.
(2004) reported predominantly negative correlations between
frontal theta and BOLD in medial frontal, posterior cingulate,
temporal and inferior parietal areas.

The present study aims at delineating the BOLD correlates of
spontaneous fluctuations in frontal theta power, in a simulta-
neous EEG/fMRI setting. Srinivasan et al. (2006) report that
theta power is highest at frontal midline electrodes in resting
state, indicating that the frontal theta rhythm is also detectable
outside task conditions. Since most studies investigating the
relation between oscillatory activity and the BOLD signal used
the resting state paradigm, we decided to follow this line of
research. To our knowledge this is also the first time the
relationship between frontal theta and the BOLD signal is
studied in conditions where subjects did not perform a task. To
this end, we first identify the theta rhythm in the EEG during an
eyes open, resting state recording session. Subsequently we
correlate the theta power with the BOLD signal. Separation of
the frontal theta rhythm from artifacts and other rhythms in the
theta frequency range with different spatial distributions is
accomplished by applying independent component analysis
(ICA). Previous studies (Makeig et al., 2002; Onton et al., 2005)
have demonstrated that ICA can successfully be applied to EEG
data to separate frontal theta activity from other (oscillatory)
activity. Debener et al. (2005, 2006) demonstrated that ICA can
be applied to EEG data measured in the MRI scanner to obtain
single trial measures of evoked potentials that can be
successfully correlated with the BOLD signal. Similarly, by
correlating power fluctuations of the frontal theta components
obtained by ICAwith the BOLD signal in resting state, we hope
to gain some insight into the neuronal structures that are
associated with the frontal theta rhythm in humans.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Twenty right handed volunteers (17 female, 3 male, age
range: 18–28) participated in the study after giving written
informed consent. None had a neurological impairment,
experienced neurological trauma or had used neuroleptics.
The subjects were paid a small fee for their participation.

2.2. Design and procedure

Subjects came to the F.C. Donders Centre 1 hour before the
scanning session started. First the electrode cap was applied and
an instruction for a working memory task was given. While in
the scanner, the subjects first participated in a working memory
experiment for approximately 1 hour, divided in three blocks.
After this experiment a resting state measurement was carried
out in which subjects were asked to watch a black fixation cross
presented on a grey background for 10 min. At the end of the
scanning sessions a T1 weighted anatomical MRI was acquired.
This anatomical scan is not used in the analysis of the fMRI data
presented in this paper. Between measurements there were small
breaks of a few minutes. Subjects were also allowed to go
outside the scanner during these breaks. Only the data from the
resting state session is used in the analysis presented here.

2.3. Electrophysiological recordings

EEG was recorded at 29 scalp sites (Fp1, Fp2, F3, F4, C3,
C4, P3, P4, O1, O2, F7, F8, T7, T8, P7, P8, Fz, Cz, Pz, FC1,
FC2, CP1, CP2, FC5, FC6, CP5, CP6, TP9, TP10) with a
MR-compatible BrainAmp MR amplifier (Brainproducts,
Munich, Germany) and an MR-compatible electrode cap



Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the different steps in the construction of the regressor modeling fluctuations in frontal theta activity starting at the 2–9 Hz band-pass
filtered data. This procedure is in more detail described in the Methods section.
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equipped with carbon wired sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes
(Easycap, Herrsching-Breitbrunn, Germany). The reference
electrode was located at FCz. To record the vertical EOG one
electrode was placed under the right eye. The ECG was
measured by two dedicated electrodes attached to the
electrode cap. One electrode was placed on the sternum, the
other electrode was placed on the clavicle, near the shoulder.
A 250-Hz hardware filter was placed between the electrode
cap and the amplifier. The EEG was recorded with a 0.16 s
time constant and a 100 Hz low-pass filter and continuously
sampled at 5 kHz. Impedances were kept under 5 kΩ. All
recordings were done with Brain Vision Recorder software
(Brainproducts).

2.4. Image acquisition

MRI measurements were performed using a 1.5 T Sonata
whole body scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Functional
images were acquired using a gradient echo EPI sequence (TR
2.34 s including 50 ms dead time; FOV=224 mm, TE=30 ms,
Fig. 2. A: Grand-average scalp topography of root-mean-square normalized mixing w
normalized scalp topographies of the selected independent component. C: Average (r
Individual spectra are normalized to the average power in the 2–9 Hz range.
33 slices, 3.0 mm slice-thickness with 0.5 mm slice-gap; voxel-
size 3.5×3.5×3.0 mm).

2.5. MRI artifact removal

The EEG data were corrected for gradient and pulse
artifacts along the lines described by Allen et al. (1998, 2000)
using Vision Analyzer (Brainproducts). A 20-volume, baseline
corrected sliding average was used for the correction of the
gradient artifacts. In order to achieve this, 10 extra volumes
were recorded before and after the 10 min of data used for
analysis. After gradient correction the data were low-pass
filtered at 100 Hz and down sampled to 500 Hz. The average
pulse artifact was calculated based on a sliding average, time
locked to the R-peak present in the bipolar derivation of the
two ECG electrodes. This sliding average was scaled to an
optimum least squares fit for each heart beat using the scaling
option in Vision Analyzer before it was subtracted from the data.
The data were subsequently rereferenced to a common average
reference. The original reference channel was recomputed as FCz.
eights of the selected independent components. B: Individual root-mean-square
ed) and individual power spectra of the time courses of the selected component.



Fig. 3. Significant negative correlations with frontal theta power rendered on a
standard MNI brain (A) and in saggital, transversal and coronal slices (B).

Table 1
Brain regions showing significant negative correlations with frontal theta power

Brodmann
area

Anatomical structure Size
(voxels)

MNI
coordinates

t-
value

x y z

9/10/32/
12

Medial prefrontal cortex 4274 −6 20 −14 6.95

47/11 Left inferior frontal gyrus 879 −48 30 −14 6.28
21 Left middle temporal gyrus 874 −62 −2 −24 5.83

Left cerebellum 601 −28 −88 −34 5.87
39 Left inferior parietal lobute/

angular gyrus
489 −42 −68 28 4.42

47/11 Right inferior frontal gyrus 414 38 44 −18 7.41
39 Right inferior parietal lobute/

angular gyrus
363 46 −64 36 4.20

Right cerebellum 347 26 −90 −32 5.76
21 Right middle temporal gyrus 96 70 −32 −8 4.08
21 Right middle temporal gyrus 61 64 −16 −18 3.66
31 Right precuneus/anterior

cingulate cortex
52 2 −60 38 3.67

Only clusters larger than 50 voxels are listed.
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2.6. Regressor construction

Since we were specifically interested in frontal theta activity,
and the recorded EEG is a mixture of artifacts and different theta
sources, we applied infomax independent component analysis
(ICA) (Bell and Sejnowski, 1995) on the entire 10 min of
resting state data to obtain a ‘clean’ frontal theta estimate.

For this analysis a weight change of 10–7 was used as a stop
criterion with the maximum number of iterations being 512. This
proved to be sufficient to obtain a stable solution for the data
from all subjects. To remove the residual gradient artifacts and
low frequency noise as much as possible before applying ICA, a
2–9 Hz band-pass filter was applied to the data. ICAwas carried
out in the Fieldtrip toolbox for EEG/MEG-analysis (FCDonders
Centre for Cognitive Neuroimaging, Nijmegen, The Nether-
lands; see http://www.ru.nl/fcdonders/fieldtrip), using the runica
algorithm (Makeig et al., 1997) implemented in EEGLAB
version 5.03 (Delorme and Makeig, 2004). Both Fieldtrip and
EEGLAB run under matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA).
For each subject, the component with a topography that
showed a dipolar pattern that bestmatched the fronto-central scalp
distribution of the clusters of theta components reported by
Makeig et al. (2002) and Onton et al. (2005) was selected for
further analysis. If more than one component with a fronto-central
distributionwas observed, the component accounting for themost
variance was selected (4 subjects in total). A time-frequency
analysis of power was applied on the time series of the selected
component. For this we used a multi-taper approach (Mitra
and Pesaran, 1999). Power was analyzed from 1.25 to 10 Hz in
1.25 Hz steps for every 100 ms. Multi-tapering was performed
with 800 ms time smoothing and 2.5 Hz frequency smoothing.

For each selected IC the time course of one frequency bin
was used to form a regressor. This was done by selecting from
the frequency bins centered around 3.75, 5 and 6.25 Hz the one
with the maximal power. The maximum was based on the
average power in these frequency bins over the 10-minute
recording session. The entire time series for the selected
frequency bin was extracted to form the basis for the regressor.
First this time series was z-transformed. In order to remove
artifacts, time points with a higher absolute z-score than 5 were
set at zero. The high z-score of 5 was chosen because of the
skewed distribution of values. The resulting time series was
again z-transformed before it was convolved with the canonical
hemodynamic response function (HRF) implemented in SPM5
(Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK
see http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), resulting in an EEG-
based regressor that models spontaneous fluctuations in frontal
theta power (for a schematic representation of the regressor
construction see Fig. 1).

2.7. fMRI analysis

Processing and analysis of the fMRI data were carried out in
SPM5. The fMRI data was corrected for movements, corrected
for differences in slice acquisition time, anatomically normalized
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Fig. 4. Dipole locations shown as dots on a saggital slice depicting the mid-
frontal cluster of BOLD-theta correlations, for the optimal location (red), the
nearest voxel showing a significant correlation with theta power (green), and the
local maximum in the medial cluster with the lowest amount of unexplained
variance (blue).
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to the canonical EPI template provided by SPM5 and smoothed
with an isotropic Gaussian kernel (FWHM=10 mm).

A linear model was formed by the theta based regressor and
the six movement regressors consisting of the realignment
parameters provided by the realignment preprocessing step. At
the group level, in a random effects analysis, the beta values
Fig. 5. Scalp topographies of the modeled part of the grand-average scalp topography
between the model and the grand average (B, D and F). A and B: Dipole explaining
closest to the dipole location explaining the most variance; E and F: dipole located at
For the scalp topography to which the dipoles were fitted we refer to Fig. 3A.
associated with the theta regressor were tested against zero in a
one sample t-test. We used a voxel-wise false discovery rate to
correct for multiple non-independent comparisons (Benjamini
and Hochberg, 1995; Genovese et al., 2002) at the 0.05 level.
For the purpose of interpretation we only report clusters that
contain at least 50 significant voxels.

2.8. Dipole fitting

We compared the brain regions that showed a theta-BOLD
correlation with a source location associated with frontal theta
based on the following dipole fitting approach. A single dipole
was fitted to a grand-average scalp topography using the Fieldtrip
software. This grand-average scalp topography was obtained by
computing the average over the individual root-mean-square
normalized topographies of the selected ICs mixing weights (see
Fig. 2). As a head model, we used a standard realistic 3-
compartment (brain/CSF, skull and skin) boundary element model
(BEM) based on the MNI template brain (Oostenveld et al., 2001).
In the first approximation the optimal location was found by fitting
the dipole at each point of a grid with a resolution of 20 mm.
Subsequently, the optimal grid coordinate was used as starting
point for a more precise fit using a nonlinear search algorithm.
of the normalized mixing weights (A, C and E) and the corresponding difference
maximal amount of variance; C and D: dipole located at the significant voxel
the local maximum in the medial frontal cluster that explains the most variance.
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With this unconstrained fit we obtained an optimal dipole
location that is located outside the clusters that show a significant
BOLD-theta correlation (see Results). To compare this location
with possible locations inside the nearest BOLD-theta cluster, two
constrained dipole fits were done. For the first constrained fit, the
nearest significant voxel was determined. The amplitude and
orientation was fitted for a dipole that was fixed at this position. In
the second constrained fit, the amplitude and orientation were first
fitted separately for each local maximum in the nearest BOLD-
theta cluster. Subsequently, the optimal dipole localization that
coincides with a local maximum in this BOLD-theta cluster was
determined based on the residual variance.

3. Results

3.1. Independent component analysis

The grand-average topography in Fig. 2A of the normalized
mixing weights shows a clear frontal distribution that resembles
the frontal theta component described by others (Makeig et al.,
2002; Onton et al., 2005). In Fig. 2B the topographies of the
selected component for each subject are depicted. Fig. 2C
shows the individual and grand-average spectra of the selected
components with a clear peak in the theta frequency range at
6.5 Hz. This spectrum is based on the Fourier analysis of 2 s
long Hanning tapered segments, resulting in frequency bins of
0.5 Hz. Note that the time-frequency analysis used in the
construction of the regressor is not based on this frequency
analysis.

3.2. fMRI analysis

No significant positive correlations with fluctuations in theta
power were observed. However, a considerable number of brain
regions across the cortex and the cerebellum were negatively
correlated with frontal theta oscillations (see Fig. 3). A list of
negatively correlating regions can be found in Table 1. This list
of regions indicates that in addition to a medial frontal region
there is a network of brain regions across the cortex and the
cerebellum that correlates with the spontaneous frontal theta
power fluctuations observed in resting state.

3.3. Dipole fitting

The dipole fitting procedure yielded an optimal dipole
location in the anterior cingulate cortex, (residual variance:
2,34%; MNI coordinates: −3, 29, 18; see Figs. 4 and 5). This
location is just outside the region where the BOLD signal
correlates significantly with the theta regressor. The dipole
location is approximately 12 mm from the nearest significant
voxel in the medial prefrontal BOLD-theta cluster (MNI
coordinates: −4, 40, 24). A dipole restricted to this location
results in a residual variance of 3.57%. The local maximum in
the BOLD-theta cluster that explains the most variance of the
EEG scalp topography was found at MNI coordinates −2, 56, 6
(residual variance 4.51%), which is 29 mm from the overall
optimal fit.
4. Discussion

In the present study, we used simultaneously recorded EEG
and fMRI to investigate the BOLD correlates of spontaneous
frontal theta power changes, while subjects were quietly lying in
the scanner without performing any task. No significant positive
correlations between frontal theta power changes and the BOLD
signal were observed. Instead, we observed significant negative
correlations in medial frontal regions, precuneus/posterior
cingulate cortex and bilaterally in the inferior frontal, inferior
parietal and middle temporal cortices as well as the cerebellum.

Together, these brain regions constitute the default mode
network (DMN) as identified with PET and fMRI (Damoiseaux
et al., 2006; Fox et al., 2005; Raichle et al., 2001; Shulman
et al., 1997). This is an intrinsically correlated network of brain
regions that is regularly observed to deactivate during attention-
demanding cognitive tasks. Activation of this network has
recently been linked to stimulus-independent thought, or in
other words, mind-wandering (Mason et al., 2007). The
presently observed negative correlation of frontal theta power
with the DMN therefore suggests that frontal theta activity can
be used as an index of DMN activity, at least in the resting state
condition.

We envisage three possible accounts for the negative
correlation between fluctuations in frontal theta and the
BOLD signal in the DMN. The first possibility is that mid-
frontal theta is not generated in any of the DMN regions. The
negative correlations are observed in brain regions that respond
with a BOLD-signal decrease to an increase in frontal theta
originating from a region where no (significant) BOLD
correlation was observed. In this case, the theta-generating
process is different from activity in the DMN, although there is
a systematic covariation between theta power fluctuations and
the DMN. The second possibility is that one (or more) of the
observed clusters, most likely the medial frontal region, is the
source of mid-frontal theta. Because of the intrinsic correlations
within the DMN, the other areas pertaining to this network also
show a correlation with theta, although they do not by
themselves generate theta-band activity. The third possibility
is that the fluctuations in theta amplitude observed on the mid-
frontal electrodes is a reflection of the fluctuations in theta
present in all the clusters observed in this study. If this is the
case, then theta-band activity is present throughout DMN, but
the frontal theta source is the only part of the network that is
readily detectable with scalp-recorded EEG.

There is some evidence supporting the second and third
possibilities rather than the first. The first line of evidence is that
it has been shown that the medial frontal cortex (our major
cluster) is a likely source of frontal theta activity. Source
modeling attempts have located the source of frontal theta
effects in medial frontal areas (Asada et al., 1999; Gevins et al.,
1997; Ishii et al., 1999; Onton et al., 2005). However, most of
these attempts used equivalent dipole models and located the
frontal theta in or near the anterior cingulate region, somewhat
posterior and deeper than the observed medial frontal theta-
BOLD cluster (Asada et al., 1999; Gevins et al., 1997; Onton
et al., 2005). Also in our dipole modeling attempt the best fit
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was found for a dipole location in the anterior cingulate.
However, for a dipole that is placed either at the nearest supra-
threshold voxel, or at the local maximum in the medial frontal
cluster that explains the most variance, the dipole fit was
qualitatively similar to the unconstrained fit. Interestingly, Ishii
et al. (1999) used a beamformer approach on MEG data to
estimate the location of the theta source, and located it in a
region that largely overlaps with the medial frontal fMRI cluster
observed in this experiment. If the cluster is the source location
of the frontal theta activity, the substantial size of this cluster
suggests a distributed source for frontal theta. The discrepancy
observed here between the unconstrained fit and the medial
frontal BOLD-theta cluster may be explained by the fact that
equivalent dipole models tend to estimate the source location
too deep when there is in reality a more superficial distributed
source (De Munck et al., 1988).

Another line of evidence suggests that amplitude increases
in low frequency oscillations (e.g. delta, theta and alpha) are
related to a decreased BOLD signal. Based on theoretical
considerations, Kilner et al. (2005) suggest that higher energy
dissipation, and therefore a higher BOLD signal, is related to a
relative shift in neuronal activity from lower to higher
frequencies. This would result in, for instance, reduced delta
and theta and increased beta and gamma amplitudes. A relative
increase in theta oscillations could therefore lead to a decrease
in the BOLD signal. Simultaneous recording of hemodynamic
responses and intracortical electrophysiological responses in
the visual cortex of cat (Niessing et al., 2005) and monkey
(Logothetis et al., 2001; Shmuel et al., 2006) corroborate this
notion. In the cat, Niessing et al. (2005) reported negative
correlations in between lower frequencies (delta and theta) and
the hemodynamic responses, and strong positive correlations
with gamma band activity during visual stimulation. Shmuel
et al. (2006) found that the negative BOLD response in the
monkey primary visual cortex during partial visual field
stimulation is accompanied with decreased neural activity in
the gamma range (30–130 Hz). Logothetis et al. (2001)
showed that increased gamma band activity during visual
stimulation is tightly coupled to the positive BOLD response.
In addition, Mizuhara et al. (2004) found predominantly
negative relationships between BOLD and frontal theta activity
during mental arithmetic. Although, they did not identify these
areas as part of the DMN, the pattern is quite similar to that of
the present study. In contrast to the latter results, as well as the
present results, Sammer et al. (2007) report only positive
correlations with theta power. Evidence that an increase in high
frequency oscillatory activity results in a BOLD increase in the
DMN is provided by Laufs et al. (2003b), who report a positive
correlation between beta (17–23 Hz) amplitude and the BOLD
signal in the DMN. The relationship between activity in
cortical networks, oscillatory activity and hemodynamic
measures in these cases can however be more complex than
explained above and more comprehensive spectral EEG
information may need to be correlated with hemodynamic
measures (Laufs et al., 2006).

More supporting evidence for a direct link between decreased
DMN activity and increased frontal theta amplitude lies in the fact
that both phenomena are observed in attention-demanding task
conditions (for the DMN see Gusnard and Raichle, 2001; Raichle
et al., 2001; for frontal theta activity see Burgess and Gruzelier,
1997; Inanaga, 1998; Ishihara and Yoshii, 1972; Laukka et al.,
1995; Lazarev, 1998; Smith et al., 1999). It is, therefore, plausible
that the inverse relationship also holds in these task conditions.

Above we have presented evidence that suggests a direct link
between decreased DMN activity and increased frontal theta
amplitude. If this is indeed the case, a common functional
interpretation is needed for both phenomena. Currently, the
DMN is interpreted as a network of brain regions that is more
active when one is not engaged in a cognitively demanding task,
while the reverse holds when one is engaged in such tasks. A
speculative hypothesis then is that the DMN operates in theta
mode (which is reflected in the scalp EEG by an increase in
frontal theta) when it becomes less active (i.e., during
engagement in a task). This would not only explain the
observed BOLD decreases during engagement in a task
(Gusnard and Raichle, 2001; Raichle et al., 2001), but it
would also explain why frontal theta power has been shown to
increase in a wide range of cognitive tasks, such as mental
arithmetic (Asada et al., 1999; Burgess and Gruzelier, 1997;
Inanaga, 1998; Inouye et al., 1994; Iramina et al., 1996; Ishihara
and Yoshii, 1972; Ishii et al., 1999; Lazarev, 1998; Mizuki et al.,
1980; Sasaki et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1999), error detection
tasks (Luu et al., 2003; Luu et al., 2004), language
comprehension tasks (Bastiaansen et al., 2002; Hald et al.,
2006) and working memory tasks (Gevins et al., 1997; Jensen
and Tesche, 2002; Krause et al., 2000; Onton et al., 2005).
However, although this suggestion would account for the
observed pattern of theta power increases, it appears to
contradict several previous functional interpretations that
increased frontal theta oscillations reflect synchronous activity
in brain regions that are involved in cognitively demanding
tasks (Inanaga, 1998; Ishihara and Yoshii, 1972; Jensen and
Tesche, 2002; Laukka et al., 1995; Onton et al., 2005; Smith
et al., 1999). We feel that more experimental work is needed in
order to differentiate between these two opposing possibilities.

The present study has focused on fluctuations in frontal theta
power during resting state. There are alsomanyother brain regions
that display oscillatory dynamics in the theta frequency range (for
a review see Kahana et al., 2001). It is possible that theta-band
activity in different brain regions is associated with different types
of neural and cognitive processes. In addition, the sign of the
correlation between theta power and BOLD might differ between
brain regions. For instance, in intracranial recordings in humans,
Canolty et al. (2006) found a strongmodulation of theta activity on
gamma oscillations, but also reported a positive amplitude
correlation between the two rhythms. Since gamma is demon-
strated to correlate positively with BOLD (e.g. Logothetis et al.,
2001; Niessing et al., 2005), and theta seems to correlate
negatively with BOLD (Mizuhara et al., 2004; Niessing et al.,
2005; present study), it is difficult to predict the sign of the
correlation between BOLD and theta or gamma. This illustrates
that more insight is needed in how different oscillatory signals
from different brain regions relate to the hemodynamic measures
obtained by fMRI and PET. This will be crucial for linking the
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knowledge about cognitive processes obtained with electrophys-
iological and hemodynamic research methods.
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